There are many great books that can help firefighters with professional development. (Photo/Wikimedia).

10. "Rescue Men" by Charles Kenney. Kenney, whose grandfather was among the first on scene at the Cocoanut Grove Fire in 1942, is a third-generation firefighter in Boston. Kenney takes a culmination of stories from his firefighting family to look at the history of firefighting, the changing politics in Boston throughout the years, racial tensions prominent in Boston during the â€™70s and â€™80s, and his fatherâ€™s struggle with alcoholism from a career in fire. For this book, Chief Billy Goldfeder gathered leading firefighters, fire officers and chiefs from all over the country to share their career wisdom and insights through short personal stories, life experiences and anecdotes. Rescue and Fire Fighting Services (RFFS) is also commonly referred to as Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting (ARFF) and occasionally as Crash Fire Rescue (CFR). In all cases, these terms refer to the rescue and firefighting services provided at an aerodrome which are specifically dedicated to the support of safety in aircraft operation. This special category of firefighting involves incident response, hazard mitigation, evacuation and possible rescue of passengers and crew of an aircraft involved in Firefighter's to the Rescue was founded on the profound need to help other public. See more of Firefighters to the Rescue, Inc. on Facebook. Log In. or. Create New Account. See more of Firefighters to the Rescue, Inc. on Facebook. Log In. Forgot account? The book Searching Smarter defines standard, oriented, and team searches and applies them to different types of situations, while also discussing a range of search-and-rescue elements that firefighters will come into contact with in real on-the-job experiences. Our Rappelling, Ropes & Knots section features popular titles such as Rope Rescue Manual, Rope Rescue Manual Field Guide, Engineering Practical Rope Rescue Systems, Technical Rescue Riggers Guide and more. Because every rescue is different, firefighters should be knowledgeable in all areas to make the best rescue attempt possible in any situation. At Firebooks.com, we are proud to be the leading online resource for emergency service and fire materials.